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INTRODUCTION • ,,
The success of a flight test program is often measured by the quality and quantity of
the data obtained. High quality data are usually the result of consistently accurate test pilot
performance. Consistent performance, however, becomes more difficult to achieve as the
difficulty of the flight test maneuvers and the demands on the pilot increase. In response to
this problem, a flight test maneuver autopilot (FTMAP) for the highly maneuverable aircraft
technology (HiMAT) remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) was developed at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Facility. The FTMAP was designed to provide precise, repeatable
control of the HiMAT vehicle during certain prescribed maneuvers so that a large quantity
of high quality flight data could be obtained in a limited amount of flight time. The HiMAT
program is described in detail in reference 1.
The HiMAT RPRV (fig. 1) is a 0.44-scale version of an envisioned full-scale fighter
aircraft. The performance goal of the HiMAT is a sustained 8g turn at Math 0.9 and an alti-
tude of 7620 meters (25,000 feet). The aircraft's design incorporates several technological
advances: a close-coupled canard configuration, aeroelastic tailoring, advanced transonic
aerodynamics, advanced composite structures, digital fly-by-wire controls, and digitally
implemented integrated propulsion control systems. Figure 2 is a three-view drawing of
the HiMAT RPRV, showing the vehicle's dimensions and control surfaces.
The RPRV flight test technique uses a ground-based cockpit capable of controlling
the test aircraft by means of telemetry-transmitted commands. The basic operational con-
cept for the HiMAT RPRV is illustrated in figure 3. The vehicle is air-launched from a B-52
aircraft at 13,700 meters (45,000 feet) and is controlled through a series of maneuvers by a
test pilot located in the ground-based RPRV facility cockpit. Flight test activity is moni-
tored on the ground using downlinked telemetry data. The flight control laws are imple-
mented in both the airborne and ground-based digital computers. The HiMAT RPRV is
equipped with landing skids for horizontal recovery on the dry lakebed surface at Edwards
Air Force Base.
In the primary mode of operation, illustrated in figure 4, aircraft sensor data are
transmitted by means of a telemetry downlink to the ground-based control law computer and
are used to drive the displays in the ground-based cockpit. The control law computer exe-
cutes the primary flight control laws for the aircraft based on the pilot-input commands and
the downlinked data. The computer then formulates an actuator command for each of the
vehicle's control surfaces. The commands are output to the uplink encoder and then trans-
mitted to the aircraft. The HiMAT flight control systems are discussed in detail in refer-
ence 2.
The FTMAP operates as an outer loop Controller and augments the primary control
system (fig. 5). The inputs to the FTMAP consist of the same downlinked data available to
the primary control system. During FTMAP operation, normal pilot inputs to the aircraft
are replaced by corresponding commands from the FTMAP computer.
The FTMAP is presently capable of executing two basic maneuvers: pushover pull-
ups and windup turns. The pushover pullups can be executed holding throttle or Mach
number fixed. The windup turns can be commanded either by angle of attack or normal
acceleration. Each maneuver consists of a straight-and-level phase, a maneuver phase,
and a disengagement phase. The straight-and-level phase can be selected independently
of the other two phases. Mach number control is available in either the straight-and-level
or maneuver phase. The normal disengagement phase, which leaves the FTMAP in control,
provides a smooth transition back to straight and level at the FTMAP engagement altitude.
The objectives of a flight test program are to obtain and evaluate flight data. To
obtain high quality data the FTMAP was designed to perform within extremely demanding
tolerances: +0.5 ° angle of attack or _+0.5g normal acceleration, _+0.01 Mach, and _+500 feet
in altitude. Though the FTMAP was designed for a particular RPRV, this type of flight test
technique shows great promise for the future testing of both piloted and remotely piloted
high performance aircraft.
SYMBOLS
ab afterburner
a normal acceleration (load factor), gn
a commanded normal acceleration (load factor), g
ncmd
G-ERR g error (selects special flight director display)
h altitude, m (ft)
hre f reference altitude, m (ft)
altituderate, m/sec (ft/sec)
ILS-GLSP instrument landing system-glideslope
Kab throttleafterburner gain
K d longitudinaldirectpath gain for angle of attackand loadfactorcontrolmodes
Kd_ lateraldirectpath gain for altituderate
K h longitudinalaltitudeerror gain
K_ longitudinalaltituderate gain
K I longitudinalintegralpath gain for alpha and load factor
controlmodes
KIh lateralintegralpath gain for altitudeerror
KI_ lateralintegralpath gain for altituderate
KM lateralgain factor
K lateralrollrate error gainP
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K- pitch axis dynamic pressure gainq
K throttle impact pressure error gain
qc
K o throttle impact pressure rate gain
qc
K lateral bank angle error gain
q_
M Mach number
Mcm d commanded Mach number
n : commanded normal acceleration (load factor) for )rimary
Zcmd control system, g
p roll rate, deg/sec
Pcmd commanded roll rate
Ps '_ __I static pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft 2)
PLAcm d power lever angle command, deg
dynamic pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft 2)
qc • impact pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft 2)
qc commanded impact pressure, N/m 2 (Ib/ft 2)
emd
qc impact pressure rate, N/m2/sec (lb/ft2/sec)
SWR2, SWR3, lateral control mode switches
SWR4, SWR5
s Laplace transform
a angle of attack, deg
acre d commanded angle of attack, deg
Ah altitude error from commanded altitude, m (ft)
AM Mach error from commanded Mach number
Aacm d commanded change in angle of attack from trim condition, deg
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8a lateral stick position, cm (in.)P
8e longitudinal stick position, cm (in.)P
q_ bank angle, deg
(Pcmd commanded bank angle, deg
FTMAP HARDWARE
The hardware used to initiateand monitor FTMAP operation is locatedin the ground-
based RPRV facilitycockpit (fig.6). FTMAP commands are input to the FTMAP computer
using a cockpit input panel (fig.7) locatedon the leftcockpit console. The input panel is
equipped with two magnetic control switches, four setsof thumbwheel switches, four corre-
sponding sets of light-emittingdiode (LED) annunciators, and a send button.
The two magnetic controlswitches, locatedin frontof the thumbwheel switches, are
used to engage the straight-and-leveland maneuver phases of FTMAP operation. Since the
controlswitches are magnetic, they can only be engaged and remain engaged ifthe appro-
priatesignals are sent from the FTMAP computer. The FTMAP computer continously moni-
torsthe disengage discreteand the backup controlsystem discrete. Ifeitherof these are
true, the computer does not permit FTMAP engagement. An electromagnet is used to hold
the two controlswitches in the engaged position. As a safetyprecaution, the maneuver
switch cannot be engaged ifthe levelcruise switch is not engaged. The maneuver switch
is also equipped with a channel guard to prevent accidentalengagement.
The thumbwheel switches are used to selectthe desired maneuver, targetcondition,
and Mach number. The firstset of thumbwheel switches defines the maneuver to be per-
formed. The maneuver numbers are defined as follows:
Maneuver number Description of maneuver
1 g-commanded windup turn to the right
2 g-commanded windup turn to the left
3 a-commanded windup turn to the right
4 a-commanded windup turn to the left
5 Pushover pullup holding throttle fixed
6 Pushover pullup holding Mach constant
The FTMAP computer willnot accept any other maneuver number. The second set of thumb-
wheel switches sets the targetangle of attack,a, for either a right or lefta-commanded
windup turn, or the Aacm d for eithertype of pushover pullup. The third set of thumbwheel
switches sets the targetnormal accelerationor load factorfor eithera rightor leftg-
command windup turn. The fourth setof thumbwheel switches is used to input the Mach
number tobe reached and maintained during a maneuver.
The LED annunciators display the current thumbwheel switch values registered in the
FTMAP computer. The annunciators only display the information pertinent to the selected
maneuver. For example, a nonzero target a command would register as zero on the LED
annunciators if a normal acceleration windup turn had been selected. To initiate a new com-
mand, the appropriate thumbwheel switches are changed, and the send button, located
directly behind the thumbwheel switches, is depressed.
To monitor FTMAP operation, the cockpit is equipped with three status lights located
on the instrument panel directly below the attitude/direction and yaw rate indicators
(fig. 8). These lights are horizontally placed LEDs that indicate the present phase of
FTMAP operation. The LEDs are labeled (from left to right) level cruise, maneuver, and
exit. The level cruise and maneuver LEDs are green; the exit LED is yellow.
FTMAP OPERATION
The operation of the FTMAP is completely controlled through the cockpit input panel
illustrated in figure 7. To initiate FTMAP operation and command straight-and-level or
level cruise flight, the left magnetic control switch is pushed forward to the level cruise
position. The altitude at which the level cruise switch is engaged is the engagement alti-
tude or reference altitude. Regardless of aircraft attitude, when the level cruise switch is
engaged, the FTMAP levels the aircraft's wings, maintains the reference altitude, modu-
lates the throttle to reach and maintain the Mach number selected on the fourth set of thumb-
wheel switches, and activates the level cruise indicator on the instrument panel. The
FTMAP holds the reference altitude and selected Maeh number untii a new command is input.
Level accelerations and decelerations are commanded by selecting a new Mach number and
depressing the send button.
To engage a particular maneuver, the correct coding and desired target conditions
must be dialed on the appropriate thumbwheel switches, the level cruise switch must be
engaged, and the second magnetic maneuver control switch must be pushed forward to the
maneuver position. The FTMAP maintains straight-and-level flight for 5 seconds after the
engagement of the magnetic maneuver switch. The level cruise indicator remains on during
this 5-second delay. After the 5-second delay, the FTMAP begins the maneuver phase. At
this point, the maneuver indicator is illuminated, and the level cruise indicator turns off.
The pushover pullup maneuver is executed by pushing the aircraft's nose down an
incremental angle of attackfrom straight-and-levelflight,pulling the nose up to the same
incremental angle of attackabove straightand level,and finallyramping the nose back to
the originalstraight-and-levelangle of attack. Maneuvers 5 and 6 allow two forms of the
basic pushover pullup: Maneuver 5 executes a pushover pullup holding the throttleposi-
tionfixed, resultingin a varying Mach number; maneuver 6 holds Mach number constant,
allowing the throttleto vary. During a pushover pullup, the ramping rate is held constant
at 0.5 degree per second.
The windup turn is a constant altitude,constantMach turn with increasing normal
accelerationor angle of attack. During a windup turn, both the targetparameter and Mach
number can be changed. Thus, the FTMAP is capable of executing windup, sustained g, or
winddown turns at constant or varying Mach numbers. The rate atwhich the aircraftramps
up to itstargetconditiondepends on what type of windup turn was selected. In an _-
commanded windup turn, the FTMAP ramps up to the target_ at 0.25 degree per second. In
a g-commanded windup turn, the ramping rate up to the target g is 0.2g per second. These
input rates were preset according to mission requirements and are easilychanged.
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Throughout FTMAP operation, pilot inputs to the stick and throttle positions are
ignored. Upon disengagement of the FTMAP, control is returned to the pilot, and throttle
and stick commands are immediately sent through the primary control system corresponding
to the aircraft's present throttle and stick positions.
The FTMAP is equipped with six procedures for exiting a maneuver. In three of
these procedures, the FTMAP remains operative, performing a controlled exit; in the other
three, it is completely disengaged. In its normal working operation, the FTMAP performs
a controlled exit from the maneuver phase, executing a smooth, gentle ramping out of bank
angle and load factor, returning the aircraft to straight-and-level flight.
The primary method of exiting a maneuver is to pull the maneuver switch to the off
position. This immediately commands the exit phase, which begins to ramp the aircraft
back to straight-and-level flight. The rate at which the aircraft ramps back to straight
and level is dependent on the maneuver selected. In an a-commanded windup turn, the
aircraft ramps back to straight and level at 0.5 degree per second. In a g-commanded
windup turn, the ramping rate is 0.4g per second. The ramping rate during the exit phase
of a pushover pullup is 0.5 degree per second, which is equivalent to the rate throughout
the maneuver phase.
The exit phase, like the straight-and-level and maneuver phases, is indicated on the
instrument panel. Immediately after an exit has been commanded, the exit indicator is
illuminated and the maneuver indicator turns off. The exit phase does not ramp the aircraft
completely back to straight and level. At a certain point, based on the bank angle of the
aircraft, the FTMAP switches from the exit phase back to the straight-and-level phase, and
the LEDs on the instrument panel change accordingly. The FTMAP then attempts to regain
the engagement altitude and the thumbwheel-selected Mach number.
The normal maneuver exit phase can also be triggered by reaching one of the preset
limits incorporated into the control system. These preset limits are based on the actual a
and g limits of the aircraft minus a tolerance value. The tolerance value provides a safety
margin to prevent possible damage to the aircraft. This method insures that an exit is com-
manded if an a or g limit is reached, regardless of the maneuver selected. In a windup turn,
the type of maneuver selected determines the ramping rate back to straight and level. For
example, if the aircraft were in a g-commanded windup turn and reached an a limit, it
would ramp back to straight and level at a rate corresponding to a g-commanded windup
turn.
Another method of commanding a normal exit from a windup turn maneuver is based
on a maneuver timer. When the FTMAP reaches its target condition, the maneuver timer
begins. The FTMAP attempts to hold the target condition for a prescribed amount of time.
This method is not being used currently due to mission requirements, but is an available
alternative. In both of the latter two methods described, the magnetic maneuver switch falls
back to the off position when an exit is commanded by the FTMAP.
The three remaining procedures disengage the autopilot completely and leave the
pilot in control. The primary method of disengaging the autopilot is to depress the trigger
switch on the control stick. Squeezing the trigger returns one or both of the FTMAP control
switches to their original positions, depending on the current phase of FTMAP operation.
The sound associated with the disengagement of the control switches provides the pilot with
a positive aural indication that he has control of the aircraft.
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An equally effectiveprocedure used to disengage the FTMAP is executed by pulling
the magnetic levelcruise switch back to the disengage position. Ifthe aircraft:isin a
maneuver, thisactionalso causes the magnetic maneuver switch to move to the offposition.
The third method of disengagement involves the G-ERR/ILS-GLSP switch behind the
thumbwheel switches. The G-ERR positionprovides the pilotwith a specialflightdirector
display, while the ILS-GLSP positionprovides the pilotwith instrument landing-glideslope
guidance. When thisswitch is pushed forward to the ILS-GLSP position,the FTMAP disen-
gages. Though not intended to be the primary method of disengagement, thisfeature pre-
vents the possibilityof entering a maneuver while attempting to land.
FTMAP CONTROL SYSTEM
The FTMAP control system, as illustratedin figure 5, operates as an outer loop con-
trollerto the HiMAT primary control system (PCS). The FTMAP controllaws are composed
of longitudinalcontrolmodes (fig.9), lateralcontrolmodes (fig.10), and a throttlecontrol
mode (fig.11). Through various combinations of these controlmodes, the FTMAP maneu-
vers are executed. The inputs to these controlmodes are downlinked aircraftsensor data.
The outputs of these controlmodes are the actuatorcommands that are uplinked to the air-
craft.
AltitudeHold Mode
The altitudehold mode (fig.9(a)) maintains altitudeduring straight-and-levelflight.
In thismode, the longitudinalaxis of the aircraftis controlledby an altituderate feedback
signal and an altitudeerror signal. The altitudeerror signalis the differencebetween the
FTMAP engagement altitudeand the actualaircraftaltitude.Dynamic pressure is passed
through a gain schedule (fig.12), providing a scalingfactorto compensate for aerodynamic
gain. After the dynamic pressure multiplier,the signalis passed through an inverse stick
shaper.
The inverse stickshaper (fig.13) is incorporated into allthe longitudinalFTMAP
controlmodes to compensate for a stick shaper in the PCS. The stickshaper in the PCS is a
nonlinear stickdisplacement-versus-control surface response curve. The stickshaper was
incorporated intothe PCS for pilotingconsiderations. Since the same considerationsdo
not apply to FTMAP operation, the inverse of the stickshaper in the PCS was added in the
appropriate FTMAP modes. The resultis a linear stickdisplacement-versus-control sur-
face response command.
The finalblock in the altitudehold mode is an output limiter. This block limitsthe
longitudinalauthorityof the FTMAP to the normal displacement of the stickin the RPRV
facilitycockpit.
Angle ofAttack
The angle of attackcontrolmode (fig.9(b)) provides controlof the longitudinalaxis
in the a-commanded windup turn and pushover pullup maneuvers. This mode isbased on
an angle of attackerror signal,which is the differencebetween the commanded FTMAP
angle of attackand the sensor-measured angle of attackof the aircraft.
The angle of attackerror signal followstwo paths: a directgain path and an integral
gain path. The directgain path provides an immediate output command but goes to zero as
the target conditionis reached. The output command resultingfrom the integralgain path
lags the error signalbut has the capabilityof maintaining a targetconditioneven afterthe
error signal has gone to zero. Saturationof the integratoris prevented by limitingthe inte-
grator. The directpath and integralpath signals are combined, and the resultantcommand
is passed through a dynamic pressure gain schedule, an inverse stickshaper, and an out-
put limiter. These latterthree blocks are identicalto the lastthree blocks described in the
altitudehold mode.
Load Factor Control Mode
The load factorcontrolmode (fig.9(c)) is used exclusively in the g-commanded
windup turn. Itis identicalin every respect to the angle of attackcontrolmode previously
described, except for itsinputs. The main inputs in thismode form a normal acceleration
error signal, which is the differencebetween the commanded FTMAP load factorand the
sensor-measured aircraftload factor.
Wings-Level Mode
The wings-level mode (fig.10(a)), which is a subset of the totallateralcontrolmode
of the FTMAP, provides controlof the lateralaxis of the aircraftin both straight-and-level
flightand the pushover pullup maneuver. The aircraft'sattitudeis controlledby rollrate
and bank angle feedback signals,which are scaled and then combined. The resultantsignal
is passed through a limiter-limitedintegratorcombination. The firstlimiterprevents a
large rollrate or bank angle signalfrom reaching the integrator. A signal thatmight exer-
cise thislimitercould occur atFTMAP initiation.The second limiterprevents saturationof
the integrator. Dynamic pressure is input through a gain schedule dependent on Mach num-
ber (fig.14). This schedule provides a scalingfactorprior to the finaloutput limiter.
The output limiteris similartothe output limiterin the longitudinalcontrolmodes. The
lateralauthorityof the FTMAP is limitedto the normal displacement of the stickin the RPRV
facilitycockpit.
Turn Mode
The turn mode lateral control (fig. 10(b)) is also formed from a subset of the total
lateral control mode. This mode provides lateral axis control during any of the windup
turn maneuvers. A roll rate error signal, an altitude error signal, and an altitude rate
feedback signal are the primary inputs. Altitude hold is achieved by means of the altitude
rate and altitude error signals. The aircraft's bank angle is maintained by the roll rate and
the altitude error signals.
The roll rate error signal is formed from the difference between the aircraft's roll
rate and the commanded roll rate. The FTMAP commands a roll rate of 10 degrees per
second until the aircraft's bank angle is within 10° of the commanded bank angle. A bank
angle error signal is included in the lateral control mode to assist the entrance into a turn,
but it is switched out of the turn mode when a bank angle of 35° is achieved. The final
adjustments in bank angle are controlled by the altitude error signal. The roll rate error
signal is scaled before reaching a washout filter. The washout filter attempts to maintain
a constant value, allowing the turn to be established for a nonzero roll rate.
To prevent excessive altitude error effects, the altitude signal is passed through a
limiter and a scaling factor before being combined with the altitude rate signal. The alti-
tude rate signal also follows a direct gain path and is input downstream of the limted inte-
grator. The limiter-limited integrator combination is identical to the one described in the
wings-level mode. Dynamic pressure again provides a scaling factor before the final limit-
ing process.
Lateral control mode. - All FTMAP lateral axis control is derived from the lateral con-
trol mode (fig. 10 (c)). The placement of four switches determines the control mode output.
In the figure, the switches are labeled SWR2, SWR3, SWR4, and SWR5. The lateral control
mode can be transformed into the wings-level mode or the turn mode lateral control for a
right or left windup turn, depending on the switch placement. Table 1 lists the logical
equivalent values of the switches during particular maneuvers.
Throttle control mode. - The throttle control mode (fig. 11) is used in all FTMAP man-
euvers except the pushover pullup with fixed throttle. The throttle command is derived
from the combination of an impact pressure error signal and an impact pressure rate feed-
back signal.
The impact pressure error signal is the result of the combination of a static pressure
input, a commanded Mach input, and an impact pressure input. The commanded Mach num-
ber is passed through a pressure ratio command schedule (fig. 15), then multiplied by the
free-stream static pressure. This essentially forms a commanded impact pressure signal.
The impact pressure error signal is derived from the difference between the commanded
impact pressure and the aircraft impact pressure. A gain schedule dependent on altitude
(fig. 16) provides a scaling factor for the impact pressure rate signal. The scaled impact
pressure rate signal produces faster throttle response at high altitudes to compensate for
changes in the engine dynamics due to altitude.
The FTMAP can command afterburner during the straight-and-level and maneuver
phases, provided certain conditions are satisfied. During either phase, the equivalent
FTMAP throttle position must be greater than or equal to 98° to set an afterburner discrete
true. In the straight-and-level phase, a target Mach number greater than or equal to 1.0
must be commanded.
Table 2 illustratesthe controlmodes used during the various FTMAP maneuvers.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulated FTMAP operation has proved the usefulness of this system. Design require-
ments have been maintained at nearly every flight condition. The simulation results also
show favorable FTMAP performance under extremely turbulent flight conditions. Large
perturbations are counterbalanced by FTMAP commands returning the aircraft to a steady-
state flight condition.
The simulated FTMAP commands for an 8g windup turn at Mach 0.82 and an altitude of
6550 meters (21,500 feet) are illustrated in figure 17. The time histories begin at the
moment the magnetic maneuver switch was engaged. During the 5-second delay before
maneuver initiation, the FTMAP commands straight and level at constant Mach. The man-
euver initiation point corresponds directly to the noticeable movement in the lateral stick
time history. The disturbance is the result of the initial commanded bank angle. In the
longitudinal axis, the FTMAP begins to command aft stick to increase the normal acceler-
ationof the aircraft. The throttlecommand slowly rises to militarypower, remains con-
stantfor a short period of time, and then moves intothe afterburner range for the remain-
der of the maneuver. As the exitphase is commanded, the equivalent longitudinalstick
positionis moved forward, unloading the aircraft.A lateralstickinput is also commanded
to rollthe aircraftout ofitspresent bank angle. The same straight-and-levelcommand
given atthe initiationof FTMAP operation is used to levelthe aircraft.
A comparison of the performance of an 8g windup turn at Mach 0.82 and an altitudeof
6550 meters (21,500 feet)between a testpilotand the FTMAP is illustratedin figure 18.
The FTMAP performance is the resultof the commands illustratedin figure 17. The time
historiesin figure 18 confirm thatthe FTMAP was able to operate within the design toler-
ances. A slightimprovement over the testpilot'sperformance is revealed in the altitude
error and altituderate time histories. The FTMAP suffered an initialoss of altitudethat
had been nearly recovered when the exitphase was commanded. The altituderate time
history shows excellentFTMAP performance untilthe commanded exit. In neither para-
meter does the pilot'sperformance indicatesuch a steady convergence toward the target
condition. The FTMAP was also able to achieve the desired ramping rate, dictatedby mis-
sion requirements, up to the targetcondition. The pilot,however, ramped up to the tar-
get conditionat a slightlydifferent,variable rate. The remaining time historiesreveal
littledifferencebetween the performance of the testpilotand the FTMAP. The comparison,
•however, shows the FTMAP is capable of executing a much smoother, noise-freemaneuver
than can the testpilot.
FLIGHT RESULTS
The straight-and-levelphase of the FTMAP has been flighttestedto a limitedextent.
Level cruise flightand levelaccelerationshave been executed successfullyand within the
design criteria. The preliminary flightresultsreveal an extremely close correlationwith
the simulationresults.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The FTMAP was developed as a supplement to the HiMAT RPRV flightprogram. Since
none of the HiMAT testflightsare dedicated to the FTMAP, qualificationof the FTMAP sys-
tems is proceeding slowly. The operationalprocedures and safetyfeaturesof the FTMAP
have allmet with positiveresponse. The FTMAP simulationhas continuously exhibited per-
formance levelsequal or superior to those of the testpilot. With itsimproved repeatability,
the FTMAP can obtain flightdata virtuallyunobtainable through normal pilotedtechniques.
Flighttestingof the maneuver and exitphases is planned for the near future.
The FTMAP is continuing to evolve at the NASA Dryden FlightResearch Facility. Work
is proceeding to correct the initialaltitudeloss associatedwith the maneuver engagement.
The emphasis during the remaining portion of the HiMAT program willbe to increase the
FTMAP's accuracy and maneuver capability. The potentialuses of the FTMAP extend well
beyond the range of RPRVs since accurate flighttestmaneuver controlis desirablein the
flighttestingof any vehicle.
NationalAeronautics and Space Administration
Ames Research Center
Dryden FlightResearch Facility
Edwards, California,April 27, 1982
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TABLE 1.-LATERAL CONTROL MODE SWITCHING
(Logicalvalue of .True. indicatesclosed switch)
Logical equivalent
Maneuver of switch status
Straight and level SWR2 = .True.
SWR3 = .True.
SWR4 = .False.
SWR5 = .False.
Pushover pullup SWR2 = .True.
SWR3 = .True.
SWR4 = .False.
SWR5 = .False.
Right g-commanded *SWR2 = .False.
windup turn SWR3 = .False.
SWR4 = .False.
SWR5 = .True.
Left g-commanded *SWR2 = .False.
windup turn SWR3 = .False.
SWR4 = .True.
S,WR5 = .False.
Right s-commanded *SWR2 = .False.
windup turn SWR3 = .False.
SWR4 = .False.
SWR5 = .True.
Lefta-commanded *SWR2 = .False.
windup turn SWR3 = .False.
SWR4 = .True.
SWR5 = .False.
*SWR2 is .True. untilq_> 35°
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TABLE 2.-CONTROL MODES USED DURING MANEUVERS
Maneuver Control mode
Straight and level Altitude hold
Throttle control
Lateral control
Pushover pullup a control
*Throttle control
Lateral control
g-commanded windup turn Load factor control
Throttle control
Lateral control
s-commanded windup turn _ control
Throttle control
Lateral control
*Not used in maneuver 5
Figure 1. HiMAT RPRV on Edwards dry lakebed.
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Figure 9. Concluded.
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Figure 10. Lateral controlmodes.
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Figure 12. Pitch axis dynamic pressure gain schedule.
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Figure 17. FTMAP commands foran 8g windup turn
atM = O.82and h = 21,500feet.
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(a) FTMAP 8gwindup turn. (b) Pilot8g windup turn.
Figure 18. SimulationresultsatM = 0.82and h = 21,500feet.
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